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Examination of the role of binding site water molecules in molecular 
recognition 

 

Adolfo Orro Graña 

Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

 

 

Datorberäkningar har blivit ett allt kraftfullare verktyg för att förstå biomolekylers struktur och 
funktion. Ett huvudmål för  ämnen som beräkningskemi och beräkningsbiologi är förståelsen av den 
grundläggande fysiken bakom ligand-proteinbindning. Modern läkemedelsutveckling fokuserar också 
på att finna ligander som binder till ett visst protein och därigenom hämmar eller förändrar dess 
aktivitet. Ett viktigt bidrag till bindingsenergin anses komma från de vattenmolekyler som frigörs från 
proteinets yta när en ligand binder till den. Utifrån molekyldynamiksimuleringar av proteiner i 
vattenlösning kan man på atomär nivå studera hur enskilda vatten interagerar med bindningsfickor.  

Detta examensarbete beskriver skapandet och utvärderingen av en uppsätting av algoritmer för att  
identifiera konserverade vattenmolekyler i bindningsfickor och kvantifiera deras bidrag till den fria 
bindningsenergin i en ligand-proteinbindning. Detta kommer att förbättra kunskapen om varför 
ligander binder till proteiner och möjliggöra utveckling av nya ligander som siktar mot högenergetiska 
ostabila vattenmolekyler. Projektet  bestod av två delar: första delen gick ut på att designa och 
implementera  algoritmer (Metod 1) som identifierar högkonserverade vattenmolekyler i 
bindingsfickor. I andra delen kvantifierades entalpi- och entropi- bidragen till bindningsenergin för de 
högkonserverade vattenmolekylerna med hjälp av molekyldynamik-simuleringar (Metod 2). 
Algoritmernas prestanda utvärderades med hjälp av olika utvärderingsprov och jämförelse med 
föregående studier. 
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1  Introduction  

Computational tools play a fundamental role in drug development allowing us to investigate 
the structure and function of biomolecules. Besides, one of the main goals of computational 
chemistry and biology is the understanding of the essential physics of the binding of small 
molecule ligands to protein active sites (1). In this degree project, different tools such as 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and molecular mechanics (MM) are utilized to 
improve our knowledge about how water molecules influence ligand binding. The project has 
been conducted at the Centre for Biomembrane Research (CBR) at the Department of 
Biochemistry and Biophysics (DBB) at Stockholm University and at the Science for Life 
Laboratory at Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm. The supervisor for the project is Jens 
Carlsson.  

1.1 Gibbs free energy and binding 

Gibbs free energy (G) is, by definition, a function of state that consists of an enthalpy and an 
entropy components (2). The free energy change for a process (chemical, biological…) at 
constant temperature and pressure is:   

∆� �  ∆� � �∆�                                                               (1) 
 
This formula acts a measure of the maximum useful work that can be obtained from a 
biochemical reaction and is of key importance to determine ligand binding interactions.  
 
Proteins are involved in interactions with different kinds of biomolecules namely proteins, 
nucleic acids, lipids, and small ligand molecules, which are of special relevance for drug 
discovery.  The association or binding of two biomolecules is one of these interactions, very 
specific in most cases. Binding follows the general laws of thermodynamics: it is described by 
eq. (1) and it can take place only when Gibbs free energy of binding is negative. 
 
The enthalpic contribution includes hydrogen bonds, electrostatic and van der Waals 
interactions, and it can be seen as a measure of how specific and strong a bond is. The other 
component, the entropic contribution, informs about alterations in the translational and 
rotational degrees of freedom of the molecules involved in the bond. Another way to express 
Gibbs energy is by relating it to the binding affinity by means of the eq. (2): 
 

∆� �  �	�
�Kd                                                                                      (2) 
 
Here, R is a gas constant, T is the temperature and Kd is the binding constant (3).  

1.2 Hydration sites   

Water plays a fundamental role in all biological systems being involved in processes such as 
catalysis, protein folding and protein stability (4). In addition, water is a key part of the 
protein-ligand interactions (5). Indeed, when a ligand binds to a solvated protein, water 
molecules in the binding pocket are expelled out to the bulk. The different entropic and 
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energetic properties of the waters in the bulk compared to those in the binding cavity are 
related to both enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free energy of binding.  
 
In order to analyze the thermodynamic and structural properties of the water molecules 
hydrating the binding  site, a definition for when a solvating water molecule should be 
considered within the binding site and when it should not is necessary. 
 
 In this context, the term hydration site (also called cluster of conserved waters) is used to 
refer to the water molecules that keep their position in the binding site; they are conserved, 
opposed to those water molecules that move randomly in the bulk  (1). Studies suggest that 
highly conserved waters have a greater net contribution this free energy than less ordered 
waters when displaced from binding pockets (6). Several methods can be used to identify 
hydration sites such as WaterMap (1), JAWS (7) or Method 1, which is presented in this 
Master’s Thesis.    

1.3 Energetic contributions of a hydration site 

The contribution of a hydration site to the free energy of binding and therefore its influence in 
ligand-protein binding can be computed by comparing its energetic properties to those of the 
water molecules in the bulk. As expressed by eq. (3), the free energy of binding can be 
measured as the difference between the free energy of the hydration site, that is, when the 
ligand is bound to the protein, �����, and the free energy of the bulk, or free water, �����: 

 
∆����� �  ����� �  �����                                                     (3) 

Where,  
 

����� �  ����� �  ������                                                                     (4) 
 

 ����� �  ����� � ������                                                                                (5) 
 

The enthalpy of both a hydration site (����� ) and bulk water (������ can be calculated by 
means of a force field (see sub-section 3.1.1).Thus, the enthalpy is the sum of the electrostatic 
(Coulomb) and the van der Waals potentials (4), as shown by Eqs. (6) and (7): 
 

����� �  ��������� �  ��������                                               (6) 
 

�����  �  ��������� � ��������
                                                                                  (7) 

 
The entropy (� ������) of a hydration site is obtained by measuring the degrees of 
translational and rotational constriction suffered by the water molecules with the required 
calculations also based on a molecular mechanics force field.  There is no need of computing 
conformational or vibrational entropies since we are dealing with water molecules and they 
lack the former and the latter is too difficult to calculate with force fields. How to calculate 
translational and rotational entropies is thoroughly explained in the article (8).  Basically, 
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������ �  �	 �� �� �
� ��� ��! ∆� "                                         (8) 

 
Where x represents the x coordinates of the water molecules and p(x) is its normalized 

probability distribution (� �� �! � 1∆� , where �� � �  1/∆ ).  By applying the same 
equation to y and z coordinates, the translational entropy become: 

 
�����%�&�' �  �� � �( � �)                                                 (9) 

   
The calculation of the rotational entropy is based on the distribution of orientations of a ligand 
or, in our case, a water molecule in relation to the binding site. After obtaining the rotation 
matrices either by a force field or by a visualization system, the Euler angles can be 
calculated. The Euler angles consist of a set of three angles, ψ, θ and ϕ which describe the 
orientation of the water molecules. The rotational entropy can then be computed based on the 
distribution of these angles: 
         

������% � �	 +� ��,�ln ���,��/0�,!,
1
23 4 � 	5� ��6�ln ���6��!67

3 8 � 	5� ��9�ln ���9��!97
3 8 (10) 

 
where ��,�, ��6� and  ��9� are normalized probability distributions.  
 
The final mathematical expression of the entropy of a hydration site becomes eq. (11):  
 
����� �  ����� �  ������ � ��������� �  ��������� �  �� :�����%�&�' �  ������% ;                            (11) 
 
Regarding the entropy (� ������) of bulk water, since the values of the terms  �����%�&�'  and 

������%  are known from previous studies (9) (�����%�&�' � 	
�:1660; and ������% � 	
�:8?@; ), 

the final equation for �����  can be written as follows: 
 

����� �  ����� � ������ �  ���������� � �������� � ������%�&�' � ������% �        (12) 

 
Subtracting eq. (12) to eq.( 11) results in eq.( 3), the contribution of a hydration site to the free 
energy of binding. 

2 Objective 

The aim of this degree project is to design, implement and evaluate a set of algorithms to 
identify clusters of conserved waters in binding pockets i.e. hydration sites and quantify, by 
means of molecular mechanics, their contribution to the free energy of binding in a ligand-
protein association.  
 
To achieve this goal the project has been divided in two parts, each focusing on creating a set 
of algorithms to fulfill one main task: starting with a set of frames from a MD simulation of a 
particular receptor, the first set of algorithms (Method 1) will identify the clusters of 
conserved waters and the second set of algorithms (Method  2) will calculate the enthalpy and 
entropy of each of the previously found clusters. 
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The results obtained with the use of these algorithms will provide us with information about 
how ligands bind to proteins, which could contribute to the development of  new drugs by 
producing new ligands that target high-energy unfavorable waters (also called “unhappy” 
waters) (10). 

3 Methods 

This section presents the different software tools involved in the realization of this project 
namely the MD simulations, the visualization environment and the programming tools that 
were used to implement the algorithms. Our designed algorithms are also described here. 

3.1 Force fields and Molecular Dynamics simulations  

A brief description of force fields, MD simulations and, in particular, the MD software 
package used to obtain the input data to our algorithms is presented in this section.    

3.1.1 Force field 

A force field is basically a mathematical description of the potential energy of a system of 
particles based on the different interactions between the atoms that constitute the system. 
These interactions are divided in two groups: those that arise between chemically bonded 
atoms hence called “bonded” interactions and those that exist between non-bonded atoms: 
“non-bonded” interactions. 

AB% �  ∑ DE
@ �F � F3�@���' � ∑ DG

@ �, � ,3�@&�H��' � ∑ IJ:1 � cos ��N � O�;��P���&�' �
∑ DQ

@ �R � R3�@�SB�B��' � ∑ T
U7VW

XYXZ
�YZ2��[�����

�\��S��
� ∑ ]YZ

�YZ^2 � _YZ
�YZ`��[�����

�ab�
                         (13) 

Eq. (13) shows a standard definition of a force field where the bonded interactions consist of 
bonds, atomic angles and dihedral angles i.e. rotations about a bond and improper dihedrals. 
The non-bonded interactions are calculated by means of the Coulomb potential regarding the 
electrostatic interactions while the Lennard-Jones potential accounts for the van der Waals 
interactions.  

The distances and angles -r and θ- represent the positions of the atoms in a specific 
configuration of system whereas the parameters A and B are obtained by quantum mechanical 
calculations or experimental values such as spectroscopy. There are several force fields 
available for molecular dynamics simulations namely AMBER, CHARMM, GROMOS and 
OPLS, which basically differ in their parameterization (11; 12). 

3.1.2 Molecular Dynamics   

MD simulations are a fundamental tool in computational chemistry that reproduces a time 
dependent evolution of a molecular system allowing the study of biological systems at the 
atomic level (13).  

In brief, an MD simulation is performed as follows:  
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As a first step, a computer model of the system is prepared where each atom is provided with 
a set of initial coordinates (based on structural data obtained by X-ray crystallography, 
homology modeling, molecular docking,…) and velocity (obtained from a Maxwell 
distribution). Forces acting on the system atoms are now calculated according to a particular 
force field as explained in the sub-section 3.1.1. Then the atoms are moved following the 
Newtonian law of motion:  

c� �  d� e� �  d�  f2�Y
f%2                                                         (14)  

thus obtaining a set of new coordinates and velocities which are calculated usually by means 
of the Leapfrog algorithm: 

  
g�%h·f%� �  gj%� �  k�%�lm � e�lm�@/2                                           (15)  

k�%h·f%� �  k�%� � �&�o�h&�op·qo��f%
@                                                (16) 

The simulation time is advanced 1 or 2 femtoseconds and the whole process is repeated 
millions of times. The information obtained each time the process is performed (coordinates, 
velocities and energies) is stored, for instance as a PDB file, and is called a frame or snapshot. 
The collection of all frames of a MD simulation constitutes a trajectory, a description at the 
atomic level of the evolution of the system in time (11). 

3.1.3 Molecular Dynamics package Q 

Since crystallographically determined structures do not represent all water molecules, 
a molecular dynamics simulation was needed in order to obtain information about the water 
molecules that are in contact with the protein surface. The molecular dynamics simulation and 
therefore the addition of water molecules to the system were performed with Q, a software 
package developed at the Department of Cell and Molecular Biology at the Biomedical Centre 
in Uppsala University (14). Different force fields, such as those mentioned previously, can be 
used with Q (15), providing that they fulfill eq. (13). In our project the force field of choice 
was OPLSAA. 

3.2 Programming tools  

This section presents the programming language and the visualization system used to 
implement our algorithms. 

3.2.1 PyMOL graphics system 

PyMOL is a molecular visualization system supported by Windows, Mac OSX, UNIX and 
Linux. Its software package allows for, among many others features, modeling, rendering and 
animating 3D molecular structures (16). In the case of this project, PyMOL was used to 
calculate distances between atoms, obtain rotation matrices and visualize the structures and 
create the figures. 
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Basically, the PyMOL interface consists of two windows, an External GUI (the smaller 
window) and a Viewer. The former has a menu bar, command buttons and a command line 
and the latter consists of a display, a control panel and a command line. Molecular structures 
can be loaded into PyMOL, as objects, from PDB files and these objects can be controlled 
either by the control panel, the mouse or by typing instructions in the command line.  
 
These instructions can vary from one word to several lines of commands. Since PyMOL is 
built onto a Python interpreter (see below for further information about Python programming 
language), scripts can be written based on both PyMOL and Python commands, allowing for 
more complex sets of instructions thus enhancing the capabilities and performance of the 
system.  

3.2.2 Python programming language 

As mentioned above, PyMOL allows the use of small programs or scripts written in Python 
that consist of several commands or instructions that can be executed at once. This useful 
feature allowed us to implement the algorithms using both PyMOL and Python commands 
creating thus a program that can be read and interpreted by PyMOL. Furthermore, Python 
offers some technical advantages that made it a suitable programming language for this 
project; its simple syntax and typing favors quick learning. It is also portable, available on 
several different operating systems such as Linux, UNIX, Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X and 
more, thus enabling the algorithm to be run on different machines (17). 

3.3 Algorithms 

Here we present and describe the designed algorithms. Briefly, using frames from a MD 
simulation of a particular receptor as input, Method 1 identifies clusters of conserved waters 
in the active site of a receptor protein. Method 2 will then calculate the enthalpy and entropy 
of those clusters. The results obtained with these algorithms are further processed in a 
spreadsheet to calculate the binding free energy of each cluster according to eq. (3).  

3.3.1 Method 1: Identification of hydration sites  

A series of frames in the form of PDB files is to be supplied as input data to the algorithm. 
Besides, several parameters can be adjusted to modify the algorithm's performance and final 
result. See Appendix A and B for a flowchart and a code example. 

A basic description of the algorithm's workflow is explained below:   

• The coord.pdb file is created to work as a center of coordinates (it can be done 
manually in PyMOL or used a predefined file). 

• The number of frames to work with is entered (it varies depending on the simulation 
being analyzed). 

• A cut-off or threshold to indicate the ratio of conservation of the water clusters is 
selected. 
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•  A radius to remove waters outside the binding pocket is entered. 

• The algorithm reads now each frame performing as follows: 

1. All water molecules are stored in a List 1 according to their residual identifier. 

2. It loops over the stored waters calculating the number of neighbors within 1 Å 
for each of the stored water molecule. 

3. If the amount of neighbors is higher than cut-off (threshold), the water 
molecule, the frame number and the amount of neighbors are stored in a List 2 

4. List 2 is ordered regarding the number of neighbors of each water molecule.   

5. A loop over the list of sorted water clusters is performed now, storing the first 
element in a PDB file adding the conservation ratio data.  

6. This first element is then removed from List 2 and the working memory along 
with all water molecules surrounding it within a radius of 1 Å.  

7. The program checks if the remainder elements in the List 2 still have an 
amount of neighboring waters above threshold. 

8. Those that do not fulfill that requirement are erased. 

9. Back to point 5, repeating the rest of the process until the List 2 is empty. 

•  A PDB file containing the centers of clusters of conserved waters is obtained as final 
result. 

3.3.2 Method 2: Calculation of enthalpy and entropy 

3.3.2.1 Enthalpy 

The enthalpy for a cluster is obtained by calculating and adding both its electrostatic and its 
Lennard- Jones potential, according to the non-bonded interactions formula shown in eq. (13). 
In this formula qi and qj represent the partial charges of atoms i and j being rij the distance 
between them. Aij and Bij are the Lennard-Jones parameters according to the OPLSAA force 
field (15). Our algorithm takes the following input: a cluster center obtained with Method 1 
stored in a PDB file, and the force field charges and parameters for every type of atom, as text 
files. The force field data are handled as hash maps for efficiency reasons. It is also possible 
to remove the membrane from the calculations by adjusting a specific cut-off which leads to 
faster runs of the program by avoiding unnecessary calculations. Both electrostatic and 
Lennard-Jones potentials are implemented in the same script and they are calculated as 
follows:   
 

• Starting with the first frame, all the water molecules located within 1 Å of the cluster 
center are stored in a List 1. 
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• The rest of the atoms of the protein are stored in a List 2. 
 

•  Then, the distances between each atom in List 1 and the rest of the atoms in List 2 are 
calculated.  
 

•  Every time a distance between two atoms is obtained, both the electrostatic and the 
Lennard-Jones potentials for those atoms are calculated and stored in two variables 
that hold the total value of the potentials.  
 

• This procedure is repeated for all frames. 
 

• To obtain the cluster’s potentials, both total electrostatic and total Lennard-Jones 
potentials are divided by the number of frames and stored in another two variables. 
 

3.3.2.2 Entropy 

3.3.2.2.1 Translational entropy 

In order to calculate the translational entropy as defined by the eq. (8) our algorithm takes 
a cluster center and its corresponding complete cluster as input in the form of two PDB files.  
A complete cluster contains all water molecules within 1 Å of the cluster center and is 
obtained by running the enthalpy script.  The x coordinates of all molecules are then stored on 
an array that is used to obtain a normalized histogram. The histogram’s output values become 

input to the function r� � � �� � lns�� �t, the area under which is calculated by applying 

the trapezoidal method. The resulting area multiplied by –R (gas constant) is equivalent to 
������ . This procedure is also performed with y and z coordinates thus obtaining the 
translational entropy as in eq. (9). 

3.3.2.2.2 Rotational entropy 

The rotational entropy can be obtained by implementing eq. (10). Using a cluster center and 
its corresponding complete cluster as input, our algorithm first aligns the cluster center with 
the rest of the molecules, one at a time, and calculates the corresponding rotation matrices. 
The matrices are now used to obtain the Euler angles by following an algorithm designed by 
(18). These angles (two different sets for each matrix) are stored in independent arrays (one 
for each of the type of angle namely ψ, θ and ϕ) that are used, as explained above for 
translational entropy, to obtain a normalized histogram whose output is applied to the function 
r� � � �� � lns�� �t, in the case of ψ and ϕ angles, and r� � � �� � lns�� �t sin� �  for θ 
angles. The area under each curve is calculated with the trapezoidal method and multiplied 
afterwards by –R (gas constant). The three values are added together to obtain ������% . 

4 Evaluation 

Several tests have been conducted in order to assess the correct performance of the designed 
algorithms Method 1 and Method 2. In this section we present and discuss the results of those 
evaluation tests. 
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4.1 Water molecules in a sphere of 1Å radius 

Counting the amount of neighbors within 1Å of a specific water molecule through a series of 
frames is the way to estimate the degree of conservation of that water molecule (see sub-
section 3.3.1 for further details). Starting with 2500 frames from an MD simulation of a water 
sphere we wanted to calculate the maximum cut-off value for which we could find clusters of 
waters. This is the equivalent of calculating the probability of finding a water molecule in a 
sphere of 1Å radius in a drop of water. The maximum cut-off that we obtained was of 0.15 
which is extremely close to the theoretical value that can be estimated as follows: 
  
First, we calculate the amount of water molecules that fit in 1 Å3 by means of a conversion 

factor with the following elements:  the water density (v  = 1 H
�Sw ), the molecular weight of 

water (M w = 18 g), Avogadro’s constant (NA = 6 x 10@y ) and the volume (1 Å3) . We obtain:  
 

1 H
�Sw x T

Tj
S�

H x 6 x 10@y S������'
S� x T

T3zw
�Sw
Åw � 0.03345 S������'

Åw   

 
This is multiplied by the formula of a sphere of 1 Å radius:  
 

0.03345 S������'
Åw x U

y �? x 	y� � 0.1402 �em�g d�
���
�/  

 
This result means that the probability of finding a water molecule in a randomly selected 
sphere of 1 Å radius is of 0.14 which agrees with our 0.15 cut-off. 

4.2 Identification of hydration sites 

The purpose of this test was to verify if the Method 1 algorithm could identify clusters of 
conserved waters (hydration sites) in a given receptor. The crystal structure of Human A2A 
Adenosine Receptor bound to ZM241385 (PDB ID code: 3EML) is presented here. After 
undergoing an MD simulation in Q, 1000 frames from the trajectory were used as input to 
Method 1 in order to identify putative hydration sites. The cut-off was set to 0.9 meaning that 
all water clusters should have a conservation ratio over 90 % (i.e. be present in at least 900 
frames, note the difference with the “random” conservation ratio of 0.15 from the previous 
test) to qualify as hydration site.  Fig. 1 illustrates the results obtained comparing the waters 
predicted by the algorithm, in green, with the crystallographic waters, in red. It is clear that 
several of the predicted hydration sites coincide with some of the crystallographic waters, 
represented in fig. 1 by the spheres in both red and green. Furthermore, two of those sites 
(marked as #1 and #2) are placed in the exact position of the ligand. This is in agreement with 
the idea that certain highly conserved waters are to be displaced out of the binding pocket 
when the ligand binds to the protein.  Similar results were obtained when Method 1 was 
applied to other proteins, see Appendix F. 
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   A2A Crystallized structure + ligand                                  A2A MD + ligand 

 Figure 1. Comparison of predicted clusters with crystallographic waters. The image on 
the left shows an A2A structure with ligand ZM241385 and crystallographic waters (red 
spheres). The image on the right shows the same image with the addition of the hydration 
sites predicted by Method 1 algorithm (green spheres). The spheres marked as #1 and #2 are 
most likely expelled out of the binding site upon binding of the ligand. Figure created with 
PyMOL (16) . 

4.3 Calculation of enthalpy (Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potentials) 

A benchmark test was carried out to assess the reliability of Method 2 performance when 
calculating enthalpies from a given cluster. As a first step, 2500 frames from a MD of a water 
sphere are used as input for Method 1 in order to identify putative hydration sites. The MD 
simulation was prepared so that only one cluster of conserved waters would be found. The 
cut-off was set to 0.5. Indeed, our algorithm identified only one hydration site. This cluster 
was analyzed by Method 2, calculating both Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potentials, and the 
results were compared with other obtained by performing similar calculations on the same 
water sphere with the software package Q. Table 1 shows the potentials calculated both by 
Method 2 and Q. The results are almost identical, which indicates that our algorithm for 
calculating enthalpy is properly implemented.  
 

Table 1. Benchmark of entalphy calculations. 

 Method 2 Q 

Electrostatic potential -24.2  -24.0  
van der Waals potential 3.3  3.3  
The electrostatic and van der Waals potentials of a water cluster were calculated with both an 
implementation of the Method 2 algorithm and Q. For this test, 2500 frames were used as 
input and the cut-off was set to 0.5. All values are expressed in kcal/mol. 

Another test regarding enthalpy calculations was carried out, in this case using the A2A 
Adenosine receptor previously presented. The objective of this test was to determine the 
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importance of the information provided by the enthalpy when calculating free energy of 
binding. The cut-off was set to 0.9 and 1000 frames were used as input. Table 2 shows the 
results for this test where clear variation of the enthalpy is observed.  This variation indicates 
that indeed the enthalpy is a significant provider of useful information regarding ligand 
binding. Since not all hydration sites present the same enthalpic values, different ligands 
could find different hydration sites more suitable as targets than others.  
 

Table 2. Potentials for A2A Adenosine receptor 

Cluster 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Conser. 0.91 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.95 0.96 1.00 
Electrost. -15.3 -24.2 -21.1 -29.6 -20.1 -18.6 -23.8 
vdW 0.4 1.7 1.3 4.3 1.3 -0.3 1.9 
Potentials for several hydration sites calculated with Method 2 based on 1000 frames and a 
conservation ratio of 0.9. All values are expressed in kcal/mol. 

4.4  Use of the algorithms to detect druggable proteins  

The fourth test involved the calculation of the free energy of binding of two proteins, one 
considered as druggable, that is, prone to bind with high affinity to a drug, and an 
undruggable one. The purpose of this test was to assess the possibility of using Method 1 and 
Method 2 as a tool to identify and classify proteins as druggable or undruggable thus 
becoming a useful resource in drug development. Two candidates were selected from an array 
of proteins that had already been used in previous studies (4; 19). The crystal structure of 
HIV- 1 protease (PDB ID code: 1HVC) was selected as a druggable target while the structure 
for Cathepsin K (PDB ID code: 1YK8) served as undruggable target. 

After having undergone an MD simulation, 1000 frames from each protein were entered as 
input for Method 1 both with a cut-off of 0.15. Fig 2 illustrates the hydration sites predicted 
on both proteins.  Afterwards, some of those sites (marked as yellow spheres) where selected 
regarding their proximity to the ligand.  

Finally, Method 2 calculated the enthalpy and entropy of only those selected sites, a list of 
which is presented in Table 3 along with the values obtained for the enthalpy and entropy 
(only for one set of Euler angles since the results were very similar for both sets), see 
Appendix G for a complete chart with all the calculated values. Fig 3 illustrates the 
correlation between the entropy and enthalpy according to the results obtained for both 
proteins. 
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Figure 2. Hydration sites on HIV-1 protease and Cathepsin K proteins.  All four figures 
represent the hydration sites (both red and yellow spheres) predicted by Method 1 for HIV-1 
protease (A and B) and for Cathepsin K (C and D) with an input of 1000 frames and a cut-off 
of 0.15. Figures A and C show the ligands. The yellow spheres are the selected sites for 
enthalpy and entropy calculations. 
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Table 3. Results from druggability test on HIV-1 protease and Cathepsin K. 

HIV-1 protease 

         

Cluster ID 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Conservation 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.69 

(-)TΔSbind1 (kcal/mol) 7.9 5.2 6.3 7.5 6.3 5.8 4.3 
ΔHbind (kcal/mol) -4.5 -0.9 -5.1 -3.4 -3.8 -0.8 5.4 

ΔGbind1 (kcal/mol) 3.4 4.3 1.2 4.1 2.4 5.0 9.7 
         

Cluster ID  8 9 10 11 12 13  

Conservation  0.60 0.72 0.69 0.46 0.71 0.83  

(-)TΔSbind1 (kcal/mol) 5.2 4.9 4.6 4.2 4.9 5.3  

ΔHbind (kcal/mol) 8.9 4.9 4.2 10.7 6.7 2.8  

ΔGbind1 (kcal/mol) 14.1 9.8 8.8 14.9 11.6 8.2  

         

Cathepsin K 

        

Cluster ID  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Conservation  0.31 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.62 0.44 0.36 

(-)TΔSbind1 (kcal/mol) 4.1 5.9 8.0 5.0 4.7 4.0 3.6 
ΔHbind (kcal/mol) 12.5 2.6 -2.8 -0.7 10.5 6.9 11.7 

ΔGbind1 (kcal/mol) 16.6 8.6 5.1 4.3 15.3 10.9 15.3 
        

Cluster ID  8       

Conservation  0.44       

(-)TΔSbind1 (kcal/mol) 4.1       

ΔHbind (kcal/mol) 11.6       

ΔGbind1 (kcal/mol) 15.8       

This table shows the results obtained after performing Method1 and 2 with 1000 frames and a 
cut-off of 0.15 on two proteins with PDB codes 1HVC and 1YK8. Method 1 identified the 
clusters and Method 2 calculated their enthalpy and entropy. In all calculations T = 300 K. 
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Figure 3. Relation between entropy and enthalpy. This figure shows the correlation 
between entropy and enthalpy based on the results obtained after performing Method 2 on 
HIV-1 protease and Cathepsin K as seen on Table 3. 
 

The results show clearly that HIV-1 protease has more hydration sites located in the binding 
site, and with higher conservation ratios, than Cathepsin K (see fig.2 and Table 3). According 
to the data from Table 3 most of the hydration sites are to be considered unstable (∆G > 0.0 
kcal/mol) (20) . However, it is important to note that the sites in Cathepsin K have much lower 
conservation ratios making their influence in the energetic contribution less significant than 
that of highly conserved waters. Besides, the total free energy of binding for HIV-1 protease, 
195.0 kcal/mol is much higher than that of Cathepsin K, 92.0 kcal/mol making the former a 
more unstable and hence more druggable protein than the latter, which completely agrees with 
results from previous studies (4; 19). 
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Furthermore this test shows also that both HIV-1 protease and Cathepsin K have a good 
enthalpy-entropy correlation (R 2 ≈ 0.68, see fig. 3) which agrees with the phenomenon 
known as enthalpy-entropy compensation (21), observed in many biological processes that 
takes place in aqueous solution and where changes in hydrogen bonding occur (22), as it is the 
case when a water molecule located in the binding site is expelled out into the bulk.  

5 Conclusions 

The evaluation tests show that the predicted hydration sites are in good agreement with 
structural waters obtained experimentally and also with putative displaced waters. We have 
also shown the importance of calculating the enthalpy of hydration sites. Besides, the results 
obtained in the druggability test matched those found in the literature. Altogether, the results 
of the tests indicate that our algorithms can identify hydration sites and quantify their 
energetic contribution to binding with relative accuracy. However, further evaluation, for 
instance by performing the druggability test with more protein examples, would be required in 
order to completely assess the suitability of our algorithms as a complete tool in the field of 
drug discovery.  

6 Next steps 

After running more tests to fully evaluate the performance of our programs, ideally these 
could be integrated into a molecular docking method. They would work as a scoring function 
estimating binding affinities (based on the electrostatic and van der Waals interactions) and 
ranking potential ligands regarding their tendency to bind to a particular receptor. 
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9 Appendices 

Appendix A. Flowchart of Method 1.

Figure 4. Flowchart of Method 1. It presents the the algorithm explained in points 1 to 9 in 
sub-section 3.3.1.  
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Appendix B. Code example from Method 1.  

 
Code that corresponds to process explained in points 1 to 9 in sub-section 3.3.1.  

# Loop that goes through all the frames and stores the water molecules 1 
for i in range(1,NumFra): 2 
    # Stores water molecules according to their residual identifier              3 
    cmd.iterate("resn HOH & frame"+str(i),"stored.numbers.append(resi)") 4 
   5 
    for j in stored.numbers: 6 
        k = cmd.select("resn HOH within 1 of (resi "+j + " & frame"+str(i)+")")  7 
   8 
        if k > max: 9 
 cluster_waters.append([j,i,k]) 10 
 # Remove elements in stored.numbers 11 
 stored.numbers = [] 12 
   13 
# Method that orders cluster.waters regarding the number of neighbors of each water molecule 14 
cluster_waters_sorted = sorted(cluster_waters, key=lambda tup: tup[2], reverse = True) 15 
 16 
counter = 0 17 
 18 
# Loop that goes through the list of clusters and saves those with # neighbours over cut-off 19 
while len(cluster_waters_sorted) > 0: 20 
 21 
 d = cluster_waters_sorted[0][0] 22 
 e = cluster_waters_sorted[0][1] 23 
 cmd.select("cluster"+str(counter), "resi "+d + " & frame"+str(e)) 24 
 if counter > 0: 25 
       cmd.load("cluster.pdb") 26 
  27 
 # Saves the % of conservation in the b-factor column 28 
 cons_ratio = (cluster_waters_sorted[0][2]/NumFra) 29 
 cmd.alter("cluster"+str(counter), "b = cons_ratio") 30 
 cmd.alter("cluster"+str(counter), "segi = e") 31 
  32 
 # Saves the cluster into a pdb file 33 
 cmd.save("cluster.pdb", "cluster"+str(counter) +" or  cluster")  34 
 cmd.remove("cluster") 35 
 cmd.delete("cluster")  36 
 counter = counter + 1 37 
 38 
 # Removes first element of cluster_waters_sorted and all water molecules within 39 
 1 A surrounding it 40 
 cmd.select("selecCluster", "resn HOH within 1 of resi  41 
 "+str(cluster_waters_sorted[0][0])) 42 
 cmd.remove("selecCluster") 43 
 44 
 # Loop that checks if all elements of cluster_waters have the highest number of 45 
 neighbors 46 
 for p in range(1,len(cluster_waters_sorted)): 47 
                  m = cluster_waters_sorted[p][0] 48 
      i = cluster_waters_sorted[p][1] 49 
      l = cmd.select("resn HOH within 1 of (resi "+m +" & frame"+str(i)+")")50 
      cmd.select("cluster"+str(p), "resi "+m + " & frame"+str(i)) 51 
   52 
      if l > max: 53 
          max_neigh.append(cluster_waters_sorted[p]) 54 
  55 
 cluster_waters_sorted = []      # Removes elements in cluster_waters_sorted 56 
   57 
 max_neigh_sorted = sorted(max_neigh, key=lambda tup:  tup[2],reverse = True) 58 
  59 
 cluster_waters_sorted = max_neigh_sorted    60 
 61 
 max_neigh = [] 62 
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Appendix C. Code for Method 2: Enthalpy

Implementation of Method 2, code that calculates enthalpy. 

# Orro 005 1 
#  2 
# Script that calculates the potentials (Coulomb and L-J) 3 
# 4 
# between a water molecule and the rest of molecules of a  5 
# 6 
# protein. The average potentials are calculated by dividing 7 
# 8 
# the totals between the number of frames. 9 
# 10 
######################################################## 11 

12 
from __future__ import division 13 
from time import time 14 
t0 = time() 15 

16 
cmd.delete ("all") # Clear screen 17 

18 
# Variables that hold the value of the elec.and vdW potentials for every round on a loop 19 
coulomb = 0 20 
VLJ = 0 21 

22 
NumFra = 1000 # Variable that selects the number of frames 23 

24 
cmd.load ("cluster.pdb") # Load clusters 25 

26 
# Arrays to store the residues surrounded by water 27 
stored.residues = [] 28 
stored.atoms = [] 29 
stored.numbers = [] 30 
stored.IDs = [] 31 

32 
# Hashmaps for vdw parameters (A,B) and atom types (C) 33 
A = {} 34 
with open('Qoplsaa.vdw.prm', 'r') as f: 35 

 for line in f: 36 
 slineA = line.split() 37 
 A[slineA[0]] = slineA[1] 38 

39 
B = {} 40 
with open('Qoplsaa.vdw.prm', 'r') as f: 41 

 for line in f: 42 
slineB = line.split() 43 

 B[slineB[0]] = slineB[2] 44 
45 

C = {} 46 
with open('Qoplsaa.vdw', 'r') as f: 47 

 for line in f: 48 
slineC = line.split() 49 

 C[(slineC[0], slineC[1])] = slineC[2] 50 
51 

D = {} 52 
with open('Qoplsaa.txt', 'r') as f: 53 

 for line in f: 54 
slineD = line.split() 55 

 D[(slineD[0], slineD[1])] = slineD[2] 56 
57 

# Main loop: load files, perform calculations 58 
for i in range(1,NumFra+1): 59 

 t2 = time() 60 
 cmd.load("frame"+str(i)+".pdb") 61 
 cmd.iterate("(resn HOH & name O & frame"+str(i)+") within 1 of 62 

cluster","stored.numbers.append(resi)") # Store all O atoms in a list 63 
64 

 # Remove membrane 65 
 cmd.remove("resn POP") 66 
 cmd.remove("!(byres(all within 20 of cluster))") 67 

68 
 if stored.numbers != []: 69 

 cmd.select("totalcluster"+str(CountClusMem), "resi"+stored.numbers[0] + " & 70 
frame"+str(i)) 71 
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        if CountClusMem > 0: 72 
            cmd.load("totalcluster.pdb") 73 
        # Saves the frame number 74 
        cmd.alter("totalcluster"+str(CountClusMem), "segi = i") 75 
  76 
        # Saves the cluster into a pdb file 77 
        cmd.save("totalcluster.pdb", "totalcluster"+str(CountClusMem) +" or   78 
 totalcluster") 79 
        cmd.remove("totalcluster") 80 
        cmd.delete("totalcluster") 81 
             82 
        cmd.iterate("all & !(cluster) & !(resi 83 
 "+stored.numbers[0]+")","stored.IDs.append(ID)") 84 
  85 
        for j in stored.IDs: 86 
            RO = cmd.distance("resi "+stored.numbers[0]+" & name O & frame"+str(i), "id                87 
             "+str(j)) 88 
            RH1 = cmd.distance("resi "+stored.numbers[0]+" & name H1  89 
 & frame"+str(i), "id "+str(j)) 90 
            RH2 = cmd.distance("resi "+stored.numbers[0]+" & name H2  91 
 & frame"+str(i), "id "+str(j)) 92 
            if (RO > 0) & (RH1 > 0) & (RH2 > 0): 93 
               cmd.iterate("id "+str(j),"stored.residues=resn") 94 
               cmd.iterate("id " +str(j),"stored.atoms=name") 95 
  96 
               # vdW potential 97 
               AOt = float(A[C[("HOH","O")]])*float(A[C[(stored.residues,stored.atoms)]]) 98 
               BOt = float(B[C[("HOH","O")]])*float(B[C[(stored.residues, stored.atoms)]]) 99 
               RO6 = RO**6 100 
               VLJ = VLJ + AOt/RO6**2 - BOt/RO6 101 
 102 
               AH1t = float(A[C[("HOH","H1")]])*float(A[C[(stored.residues,stored.atoms)]]) 103 
               BH1t = float(B[C[("HOH","H1")]])*float(B[C[(stored.residues, stored.atoms)]]) 104 
               RH16 = RH1**6 105 
               VLJ = VLJ + AH1t/RH16**2 - BH1t/RH16 106 
 107 
               AH2t = float(A[C[("HOH","H2")]])*float(A[C[(stored.residues,stored.atoms)]]) 108 
               BH2t = float(B[C[("HOH","H2")]])*float(B[C[(stored.residues, stored.atoms)]]) 109 
               RH26 = RH2**6 110 
               VLJ = VLJ + AH2t/RH26**2 - BH2t/RH26 111 
 112 
               # Electrostatic potential 113 
               O = float(D[("HOH","O")]) * float(D[stored.residues,stored.atoms])/RO 114 
               H1 = float(D[("HOH","H1")]) * float(D[stored.residues,stored.atoms])/RH1 115 
               H2 = float(D[("HOH","H2")]) * float(D[stored.residues,stored.atoms])/RH2 116 
               coulomb = coulomb + O 117 
               coulomb = coulomb + H1 118 
               coulomb = coulomb + H2 119 
     120 
               cmd.delete("dist*") # Delete distancies from PyMOL memory 121 
         122 
    stored.numbers = [] 123 
    stored.IDs = [] 124 
    stored.atoms = [] 125 
    stored.residues = [] 126 
    127 
    cmd.remove("frame"+str(i)) # Remove frames from PyMOL memory 128 
    cmd.delete("frame"+str(i)) 129 
 130 
print "Total Coulomb's potential: ", 332*coulomb, "kcal/mol" 131 
print "Total Lennard-Jones potential: ", VLJ, "kcal/mol" 132 
 133 
print "Coulomb's potential for my cluster: ", 332*coulomb/NumFra, "kcal/mol" 134 
print "Lennard-Jones potential for my cluster: ", VLJ/NumFra, "kcal/mol" 135 
 136 
t1 = time() 137 
print "Script running time:", t1-t0 138 
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Appendix D. Code for Method 2: Translational entropy 

Implementation of Method 2 for calculating the translational entropy of a hydration site. 

# Orro 006 1 
# 2 
# Script that calculates and plots the translational entropy of a cluster 3 
# 4 
# based on variances of coordinates. The translational entropy is calculated 5 
# 6 
# by obtaining a histogram whose area is calculated by the trap 7 
# 8 
# method. 9 
# 10 
####################################################################################### 11 
 12 
import sys 13 
from time import time 14 
import math 15 
from numpy import * 16 
import numpy as numpy 17 
 18 
##################################################################### 19 
# Get the coordinates 20 
##################################################################### 21 
 22 
# Lists that store the values of x,y and z 23 
xlist = [] 24 
ylist = [] 25 
zlist = [] 26 
 27 
# File with the center of cluster used as reference to obtain a rotation matrix 28 
cmd.load("cluster963.pdb") 29 
 30 
# File with the molecules of the cluster 31 
cmd.load("totalcluster963.pdb") 32 
 33 
 34 
# Open cluster and read coordinates 35 
f3 = open( "totalcluster963.pdb", "r") # Opening the text file 36 
line3 = f3.readline() # Reading the whole line 37 
while line3: # Loop through the txt file, line after line 38 
    sline3 = line3.split() # Breaks the string into a list, separating it at " " 39 
  40 
    atom = sline3[0] 41 
     42 
    if atom == 'ATOM': 43 
     44 
        atomid = sline3[2] 45 
        xcoord = sline3[5] 46 
        ycoord = sline3[6] 47 
        zcoord = sline3[7] 48 
  49 
        if atomid == 'O': 50 
         51 
            xlist.append(float(xcoord)) 52 
            ylist.append(float(ycoord)) 53 
            zlist.append(float(zcoord)) 54 
     55 
   line3 = f3.readline() 56 
f3.close() 57 
 58 
############################################################################################# 59 
# Function Histogram (calculates a normed histogram and its area with the trapezoidal rule) 60 
############################################################################################# 61 
 62 
def Histogram(listElements): 63 
     64 
    arrayHist = array(listElements) 65 
     66 
    hist, bin_edges = numpy.histogram(arrayHist, normed = True) 67 
    widths = diff(bin_edges) 68 
     69 
    Area = (hist * widths).sum() 70 
 71 
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    Trap = numpy.trapz(hist, dx = widths[0]) 72 
 73 
    # Call function Pxlnxpx to calculate area under the curve f(x) = p(x)ln(p(x)) 74 
    Pxlnxpx(hist, widths) 75 
############################################################################################ 76 
# Function Pxlnxpx (calculates the area under the curve f(x) = p(x)ln(p(x)) 77 
############################################################################################ 78 
 79 
def Pxlnxpx(histPx,widthsPx): 80 
 81 
    AreaPx = [] 82 
 83 
    for i in range(0, len(histPx)): 84 
     85 
        if histPx[i] != 0: 86 
            AreaPx.append((float(histPx[i])*math.log(float(histPx[i])))) 87 
        else: 88 
            AreaPx.append(0) 89 
     90 
    TrapPx = numpy.trapz(AreaPx, dx = widthsPx[0]) 91 
 92 
    print "Area p(x)ln(p(x)): ", TrapPx 93 
 94 
############################################################################################# 95 
 96 
print "\n\n" 97 
print "#### Area ####" 98 
print "X coordinate:" 99 
Histogram(xlist) 100 
print "Y coordinate:" 101 
Histogram(ylist) 102 
print "Z coordinate:" 103 
Histogram(zlist) 104 
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Appendix E. Code for Method 2: Rotational entropy 

Implementation of Method 2 for calculating the rotational entropy of a hydration site. 

# Orro 007 1 
# 2 
# Script that obtains rotation matrices after alignment of a reference (cluster center)  3 
# 4 
# and the rest of the molecules in the cluster. Then the Euler angles are calculated, 5 
# 6 
# stored in a list and used to obtain a histogram whose area is calculated by the trap 7 
# 8 
# method. 9 
# 10 
####################################################################################### 11 
 12 
import sys 13 
from time import time 14 
import math 15 
from numpy import * 16 
import numpy as numpy 17 
 18 
##################################################################### 19 
# Calculate Euler angles of a cluster 20 
##################################################################### 21 
 22 
# Lists that store the values of psi, phi and theta 23 
philist1 = [] 24 
philist2 = [] 25 
 26 
thetalist1 = [] 27 
thetalist2 = [] 28 
 29 
psilist1 = [] 30 
psilist2 = [] 31 
 32 
# File with the center of cluster used as reference to obtain a rotation matrix 33 
cmd.load("cluster.pdb") 34 
 35 
# File with the molecules of the cluster 36 
cmd.load("totalcluster.pdb") 37 
 38 
f3 = open( "totalcluster.pdb", "r") # Opening the text file 39 
line3 = f3.readline() # Reading the whole line 40 
while line3: # Loop through the txt file, line after line 41 
    sline3 = line3.split() # Breaks the string into a list, separating it at " " 42 
  43 
    atom = sline3[0] 44 
  45 
    if atom == 'ATOM': 46 
 47 
        type = sline3[2] 48 
 49 
        if type == 'O': 50 
 51 
            atomid = sline3[1] 52 
   53 
            # Variables that hold the id for H1 and H2  54 
            atomidH1 = int(atomid) + 1 55 
            atomidH2 = int(atomid) + 2 56 
    57 
            cmd.select("beta", "(id "+str(atomid)+" + id "+ str(atomidH1)+" + id "+      58 
 str(atomidH2)+") and totalcluster") 59 
            cmd.align("cluster","beta") 60 
            trans = cmd.get_object_matrix("cluster") # Get rotation matrices 61 
 62 
            M = [[trans[0],trans[1],trans[2]],[trans[4],trans[5],trans[6]],[trans[8],              63 
 trans[9],trans[10]]] 64 
             65 
            if (M[2][0] != 1 and M[2][0] != -1): 66 
              theta1 = -math.asin(M[2][0]) 67 
              theta2 = math.pi - theta1 68 
              psi1 = math.atan2(M[2][1]/math.cos(theta1),M[2][2]/math.cos(theta1)) 69 
              psi2 = math.atan2(M[2][1]/math.cos(theta2),M[2][2]/math.cos(theta2)) 70 
              phi1 = math.atan2(M[1][0]/math.cos(theta1),M[0][0]/math.cos(theta1)) 71 
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              phi2 = math.atan2(M[1][0]/math.cos(theta2),M[0][0]/math.cos(theta2)) 72 
  73 
 # Store angle values on lists   74 
   75 
              philist1.append(phi1) 76 
              philist2.append(phi2) 77 
              thetalist1.append(theta1) 78 
              thetalist2.append(theta2) 79 
              psilist1.append(psi1) 80 
              psilist2.append(psi2) 81 
      82 
            else: 83 
              84 
              phi = 0 85 
               86 
              if (M[2][0] == -1): 87 
                theta = math.pi/2 88 
                psi = phi + math.atan2(M[0][1],M[0][2]) 89 
                philist1.append(phi) 90 
                philist2.append(phi) 91 
                thetalist1.append(theta) 92 
                thetalist2.append(theta) 93 
                psilist1.append(psi) 94 
                psilist2.append(psi) 95 
      96 
              else: 97 
                theta = -math.pi/2    98 
                psi = -phi + math.atan2(-M[0][1],-M[0][2]) 99 
                philist1.append(phi)     100 
                philist2.append(phi) 101 
                thetalist1.append(theta) 102 
                thetalist2.append(theta) 103 
                psilist1.append(psi)  104 
                psilist2.append(psi) 105 
 106 
    line3 = f3.readline() 107 
 108 
f3.close() 109 
 110 
############################################################################################# 111 
# Function Histogram (calculates a normed histogram and its area with the trapezoidal rule) 112 
# Select typeOfangle: 1 = phi, 2 = theta, 3 = psi. Set selects the group of angles: 1 or 2. 113 
############################################################################################# 114 
 115 
def Histogram(listElements, typeOfangle, set): 116 
     117 
    arrayHist = array(listElements) 118 
     119 
    hist, bin_edges = numpy.histogram(arrayHist, normed = True) 120 
 121 
    widths = diff(bin_edges) 122 
     123 
    Area = (hist * widths).sum() 124 
    Trap = numpy.trapz(hist, dx = widths[0]) 125 
 126 
    if typeOfangle != 2: 127 
        # Call function Pxlnxpx to calculate area under the curve f(x) = -p(x)ln(p(x)) 128 
        Pxlnxpx(hist, widths) 129 
    else: 130 
        PxlnxpxTheta(hist, bin_edges, set) 131 
 132 
############################################################################################ 133 
# Function Pxlnxpx (calculates the area under the curve f(x) = p(x)ln(p(x)) 134 
############################################################################################ 135 
 136 
def Pxlnxpx(histPx,widthsPx): 137 
     138 
    AreaPx = [] 139 
     140 
    for i in range(0, len(histPx)): 141 
         142 
        if histPx[i] != 0: 143 
            AreaPx.append((float(histPx[i])*math.log(float(histPx[i])))) 144 
        else: 145 
            AreaPx.append(0) 146 
        TrapPx = numpy.trapz(AreaPx, dx = widthsPx[0]) 147 
     148 
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    print "Area p(x)ln(p(x)): ", TrapPx 149 
 150 
############################################################################################ 151 
# Function PxlnxpxTheta (calculates the area under the curve f(x) = p(x)ln(p(x)sin(x)) 152 
############################################################################################ 153 
 154 
def PxlnxpxTheta(histPx, bin_edgesPx, set): 155 
     156 
    pPrime = [] 157 
    theta = [] 158 
    AreaPrimex = [] 159 
 160 
    for i in range(0, len(histPx)): 161 
         162 
        a = bin_edgesPx[i] 163 
        b = bin_edgesPx[i+1] 164 
         165 
        if set == 1: 166 
            theta.append(((a+b)/2)+(math.pi/2)) 167 
            pPrime.append(histPx[i]/math.sin(theta[i])) 168 
        else: 169 
            theta.append(((a+b)/2)-(math.pi/2)) 170 
            pPrime.append(histPx[i]/math.sin(theta[i])) 171 
     172 
    for i in range(0, len(pPrime)): 173 
     174 
        if pPrime[i] > 0: 175 
             176 
            AreaPrimex.append((float(pPrime[i]) * math.log(float(pPrime[i])) *    177 
 math.sin(math.sin(theta[i])))) 178 
                           179 
    widthspP = diff(bin_edgesPx) 180 
                 181 
    TrapPx = numpy.trapz(AreaPrimex, dx = widthspP[0]) 182 
                 183 
    print "Area p(x)ln(p(x))sin(x): ", TrapPx 184 
 185 
############################################################################################# 186 
 187 
print "\n\n" 188 
print "#### Areas for phi1, theta1 and psi1 ####" 189 
Histogram(philist1, 1, 1) 190 
Histogram(thetalist1, 2, 1) 191 
Histogram(psilist1, 3, 1) 192 
 193 
print "\n\n" 194 
print "#### Areas for phi2, theta2 and psi2 ####" 195 
Histogram(philist2, 1, 2) 196 
Histogram(thetalist2, 2, 2) 197 
Histogram(psilist2, 3, 2) 198 
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Appendix F. Test 2: Identification of hydration sites.  

Here we present the results from another test performed to verify if Method 1can identify 
hydration sites. The crystal structure of human MTH1 and the 8-oxo dGMP product complex 
(PDB ID code: 3ZR1) was selected for this test.  After undergoing an MD simulation on Q, 
1000 frames from the trajectory were used as input to Method 1 with a cut-off of 0.75.  Fig. 5 
illustrates the results obtained. The crystallographic waters are shown in red, waters predicted 
by the algorithm are shown in green although as the previous test showed, several of the 
predicted hydration sites coincide with some of the crystallographic waters. Those waters are 
represented in fig. 5 by the spheres in yellow. Again, we find some hydrations sites which 
perfectly fit in the position now occupied by the ligand (marked as ACT for acetate ion). 

 

. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of predicted clusters with crystallographic waters. The image on 
the left shows a MTH1 structure with an acetate ion (blue triangle) and crystallographic 
waters (red spheres). The image on the right shows the same as the left one with the addition 
of the hydration sites predicted by Method 1 algorithm (green spheres) with the overlapping 
sites shown in yellow. The green and yellow spheres at the center of the right picture are 
expelled out of the binding site upon binding of the ligand. Figure created with PyMOL (16) . 
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Appendix G. Druggability test results 

Results obtained when during test 4 with HIV-1 protease (1HVC) and Cathepsin K (1YK8).  

 

Table 4. Results for HIV-1 protease 

HIV-1 protease 

          

Cluster ID 834 828 953 1078 1086 963 1060 

# molec in cluster 991 984 998 983 993 993 794 

Elec potential (kcal/mol) -29.7 -24.5 -30.0 -28.2 -28.0 -24.1 -17.0 

vdW potential (kcal/mol) 4.3 2.7 4.1 3.9 3.3 2.5 1.5 

Strans -1.4E-03 4.0E-04 -3.6E-04 -1.1E-03 -5.5E-05 3.4E-04 2.8E-03 

Srot1 -1.8E-03 5.4E-03 2.8E-03 -5.7E-04 2.4E-03 3.7E-03 6.3E-03 

Srot2 -1.6E-04 5.2E-03 2.9E-03 2.5E-04 2.6E-03 3.8E-03 6.1E-03 

Hbound = Elec + vdW -25.4 -21.8 -25.9 -24.3 -24.7 -21.6 -15.5 
Sbound1 = Strans +  Srot1  -3.1E-03 5.8E-03 2.4E-03 -1.8E-03 2.3E-03 4.1E-03 9.1E-03 

Sbound2 = Strans +  Srot2  -1.5E-03 5.6E-03 2.5E-03 -9.4E-04 2.5E-03 4.1E-03 8.8E-03 

(-)TΔSbind1 8.0 5.3 6.3 7.5 6.3 5.8 4.3 
(-)TΔSbind2 7.5 5.3 6.3 7.3 6.3 5.8 4.4 
ΔHbind = Hbound-Hfree -4.5 -1.0 -5.1 -3.5 -3.9 -0.8 5.4 
ΔGbind1 (kcal/mol) 3.4 4.3 1.2 4.1 2.4 5.0 9.7 
ΔGbind2 (kcal/mol) 3.0 4.3 1.2 3.8 2.4 5.0 9.8 
        

        

Cluster ID 1053 981 845 675 1069 844  

# molec in cluster 618 770 865 534 808 883  

Elec potential (kcal/mol) -13.1 -17.7 -17.7 -11.0 -15.8 -19.4  

vdW potential (kcal/mol) 1.2 1.7 1.1 0.9 1.6 1.4  

Strans 1.7E-03 2.3E-03 1.8E-03 2.9E-03 1.7E-03 1.5E-03  

Srot1 4.3E-03 4.7E-03 6.1E-03 6.4E-03 5.3E-03 4.1E-03  

Srot2 4.1E-03 4.5E-03 6.2E-03 6.3E-03 4.9E-03 3.8E-03  

Hbound = Elec + vdW -11.9 -15.9 -16.6 -10.1 -14.1 -18.0  

Sbound1 = Strans +  Srot1  6.1E-03 7.0E-03 8.0E-03 9.3E-03 7.0E-03 5.7E-03  

Sbound2 = Strans + Srot2  5.8E-03 6.8E-03 8.0E-03 9.2E-03 6.6E-03 5.3E-03  

(-)TΔSbind1 5.2 4.9 4.6 4.2 4.9 5.3  

(-)TΔSbind2 5.3 5.0 4.6 4.3 5.0 5.4  

ΔHbind = Hbound-Hfree 8.9 4.9 4.2 10.7 6.7 2.8  

ΔGbind1 (kcal/mol) 14.1 9.8 8.9 15.0 11.6 8.2  

ΔGbind2 (kcal/mol) 14.2 9.9 8.8 15.0 11.7 8.3  

Note there are two sets of results (numbered 1 and 2) since the Euler angles algorithm returns 
two sets of angles for each rotation matrix. T = 300 K 
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Table 5. Results for Cathepsin K. 

Cathepsin K 

         

Cluster ID 225 568 748 887 531 954 

# molec in cluster 420 1000 1000 990 640 696 

Elec potential (kcal/mol) -9.2 -17.9 -25.9 -24.1 -10.2 -15.1 

vdW potential (kcal/mol) 0.8 -0.2 2.1 2.6 -0.1 1.2 

Strans 3.3E-03 -9.2E-04 -1.5E-03 -6.8E-05 1.6E-03 3.5E-03 

Srot1 6.5E-03 4.4E-03 -1.8E-03 6.7E-03 6.0E-03 6.5E-03 

Srot2 6.3E-03 3.9E-03 -6.3E-04 6.3E-03 5.8E-03 6.2E-03 

Hbound = Elec + vdW -8.4 -18.2 -23.7 -21.6 -10.3 -13.9 

Sbound1 = Strans +  Srot1  9.8E-03 3.5E-03 -3.3E-03 6.6E-03 7.6E-03 1.0E-02 

Sbound2 = Strans +  Srot2  9.6E-03 3.0E-03 -2.1E-03 6.3E-03 7.4E-03 9.7E-03 

(-)TΔSbind1 4.1 6.0 8.0 5.0 4.7 4.0 

(-)TΔSbind2 4.2 6.1 7.7 5.1 4.8 4.1 

ΔHbind = Hbound-Hfree 12.5 2.7 -2.9 -0.7 10.6 6.9 

ΔGbind1 (kcal/mol) 16.6 8.7 5.1 4.3 15.3 10.9 

ΔGbind2 (kcal/mol) 16.6 8.8 4.8 4.4 15.3 11.0 

       

       

Cluster ID 823 756     

# molec in cluster 529 542     

Elec potential (kcal/mol) -9.9 -9.4     

vdW potential (kcal/mol) 0.8 0.3     

Strans  3.9E-03 3.6E-03     

Srot1 7.4E-03 6.0E-03     

Srot2 7.1E-03 5.8E-03     

Hbound = Elec + vdW -9.1 -9.1     

Sbound1 = Strans +  Srot1  1.1E-02 9.6E-03     

Sbound2 = Strans +  Srot2  1.1E-02 9.4E-03     

(-)TΔSbind1 3.6 4.1     

(-)TΔSbind2 3.7 4.2     

ΔHbind = Hbound-Hfree 11.7 11.7     

ΔGbind1(kcal/mol) 15.3 15.8     

ΔGbind2 (kcal/mol) 15.4 15.9     

As in the previous table, note there are two sets of results (numbered 1 and 2) for the 
rotational entropy since the Euler angles algorithm returns two sets of angles for each rotation 
matrix. T = 300 K in all calculations. 




